
DGR – Day 1 – Monday 22nd June

Can you predict what our text might be about?

How do you think the children might be related?

What do you think their names could be? Look carefully.



Our text is all about the legend of Romulus 
and Remus.



yell

Vocabulary out of context

Do you know what these words mean? Write the word and your predicted meaning 

next to the word.

throne

rage

hurled

floated

shepherd

instantly

What word class are these 
words?
- Nouns
- Verbs
- Adjectives 
- Adverbs

Remember a noun is a naming 
word, an adjective describes a 
noun and a verb describes an 
action. An adverb describes a 
verb.



Answers…

Throne, rage and shepherd
are all nouns.

Hurled and floated are verbs 
in the past tense.

Instantly is an adverb. 



Billionnaire

Match the words to the pictures.

throne

rage 

hurled

floated

shepherd

instantly



Billionnaire

Now check your answers.

throne

rage 

hurled

floated

shepherd

instantly



Tuesday 23rd June - Match the word to the meaning.

Word 

throne                                                throw with great force                                                 

rage                                                     at once/immediately                                        

hurled                                                 stay on surface of a liquid and not sink

floated                                                a special chair

shepherd                                            a person who takes care of sheep

instantly                                              very strong and uncontrolled anger

Meaning 



Now check your answers. Were you correct?

Word 

throne                                                throw with great force                                                 

rage                                                     at once/immediately                                        

hurled                                                 stay on surface of a liquid and not sink

floated                                                a special chair

shepherd                                            a person who takes care of sheep

instantly                                              very strong and uncontrolled anger

Meaning 



Vocabulary in Context…
Look at the words in the sentences. Could you create your own 
sentences using these words?

King Numitor had a brother, Amulius, who wanted to be 
king so much that he took the throne for himself. 

In his rage, he put the twin boys into a basket and hurled 
them into the river Tiber.

After the two boys had floated down the river in their 
basket, they were rescued by a mother wolf.

Once Romulus and Remus got bigger, they were taken 
home by a shepherd called Faustulus.

Romulus became so infuriated that he killed Remus 
instantly.



Read the legend of Romulus and Remus and find out the meanings of 
any unknown words.

There was once a pair of twin brothers called Romulus and Remus. Their 

mother was Rhea Silvia, the daughter of King Numitor, and their father was 

Mars, the God of War.

King Numitor had a brother, Amulius, who wanted to be king so much that he 

took the throne for himself. He was so desperate to keep his position as king 

that he had tried to stop Rhea Silvia from having any children of her own 

because they might try to take back the throne.

When Romulus and Remus were born to Rhea Silvia, Amulius was shocked 

and very angry. In his rage, he put the twin boys into a basket and hurled  

them into the river Tiber. He wanted nothing more to do with them.



After the two boys had floated down the river in their basket, they were 
rescued by a mother wolf. She cared for the boys as if they were her own 
wolf babies and she fed them with her own milk.

Once Romulus and Remus got bigger, they were taken home by a 
shepherd called Faustulus. He and his wife looked after them in his home 
until they were adults. One day, Romulus and Remus discovered who they 
really were and made a plan to kill Amulius and reclaim the throne for their 
own family.

Once they had carried out their plan and made their grandfather king 
instead, they decided to build a city of their own. They disagreed about 
where to build it. Romulus thought that they should build it on the Palatine 
Hill, but Remus wanted to use the Aventine Hill. They each began to build 
their own walled city.

One day, Remus paid Romulus a visit. Remus mocked Romulus’s city and 
its low walls. Romulus became so infuriated that he killed Remus instantly, 
declaring that he would kill any person who ever made fun of his city, which 
he called Rome. He continued to build up his city and officially made himself 
king in 753 BC.



Day 3 – Wednesday 24th June – What is 
Sequencing?
Look at these examples to help you.



Day 3- Practising the skill – Sequencing  

Watch this Greek myth called, Pandora’s Box.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcrms7GWVs4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcrms7GWVs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcrms7GWVs4


Here are the events of the story. Can you put them in the correct order from the beginning of the story to the 
end? 

1. Pandora let Hope out and this little creature flew to Prometheus to give him 
hope that one day he would be set free.

2. Prometheus  went to Mount Olympus and stole fire for the people.

3. One day Pandora opened the box and out poured terrible things. She quickly 
closed it but heard a voice telling her that it was Hope and asking to be let out.

4. Prometheus created the first man out of clay and Zeus breathed life into him 
and his friends.

5. Zeus was so full of rage that he had Prometheus chained to a cliff.

6. Zeus created Pandora who was given gifts by the gods and goddesses and sent 
to live on Earth.

7. Epimetheus fell in love with Pandora and they married. Zeus gave the couple a 
locked box as a wedding present and he told them that it must never be 
opened.

8. Zeus asked Prometheus and Epimetheus to create animals, birds and fishes. He 
gave them a special bag of gifts.



Here is the correct order-

1. Zeus asked Prometheus and Epimetheus to create animals, birds and fishes. He 
gave them a special bag of gifts.

2. Prometheus created the first man out of clay and Zeus breathed life into him 
and his friends.

3. Prometheus  went to Mount Olympus and stole fire for the people.

4. Zeus was full of rage and he had Prometheus chained to a cliff.

5. Zeus created Pandora who was given gifts by the gods and goddesses and sent 
to live on Earth.

6. Epimetheus fell in love with Pandora and they married. Zeus gave the couple a 
locked box as a wedding present and he told them that it must never be 
opened.

7. One day Pandora opened the box and out poured terrible things. She quickly 
closed it but heard a voice telling her that it was Hope and asking to be let out.

8. Pandora let Hope out and this little creature flew to Prometheus to give him 
hope that one day he would be set free.



Thursday 25th June- Re-read the text and then answer the questions.

There was once a pair of twin brothers called Romulus and Remus. Their 

mother was Rhea Silvia, the daughter of King Numitor, and their father was 

Mars, the God of War.

King Numitor had a brother, Amulius, who wanted to be king so much that he 

took the throne for himself. He was so desperate to keep his position as king 

that he had tried to stop Rhea Silvia from having any children of her own 

because they might try to take back the throne.

When Romulus and Remus were born to Rhea Silvia, Amulius was shocked 

and very angry. In his rage, he put the twin boys into a basket and hurled  

them into the river Tiber. He wanted nothing more to do with them.



After the two boys had floated down the river in their basket, they were rescued 
by a mother wolf. She cared for the boys as if they were her own wolf babies 
and she fed them with her own milk.

Once Romulus and Remus got bigger, they were taken home by a shepherd 
called Faustulus. He and his wife looked after them in his home until they were 
adults. One day, Romulus and Remus discovered who they really were and 
made a plan to kill Amulius and reclaim the throne for their own family.

Once they had carried out their plan and made their grandfather king instead, 
they decided to build a city of their own. They disagreed about where to build it. 
Romulus thought that they should build it on the Palatine Hill, but Remus 
wanted to use the Aventine Hill. They each began to build their own walled city.

One day, Remus paid Romulus a visit. Remus mocked Romulus’s city and its 
low walls. Romulus became so infuriated that he killed Remus instantly, 
declaring that he would kill any person who ever made fun of his city, which he 
called Rome. He continued to build up his city and officially made himself king in 
753 BC.



Thursday 25th June- Comprehension questions focusing on 
Sequencing.

1. After Amulius had put the twins in a basket, what did he do with 
them next?

2. After the boys had floated down the river, what happened to them?

3. Who took care of the twins after the wolf had helped them?

4. After the twins had killed Amulius, what did they do next?

5. What happened to Remus after he had mocked Romulus’s low 
walls?



Draw a story map to show the correct sequence of the story. Here are 
some pictures to help you but they are not in the right order.



Friday 26th June – Check your answers.

1. Amulius hurled the twins in the River Tiber.

2. A mother wolf looked after the boys.

3. A shepherd called Faustulus and his wife took care of them.

4. Romulus and Remus reclaimed the throne and made their 
grandfather King.

5. Remus was killed by Romulus.



Here is an example.



Watch this video of the story of Romulus and Remus. In what ways is it different 
from the story that we have read? Can you answer the two questions at the end of 
the story?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzJEf8WvJCc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzJEf8WvJCc

